Computational modeling of RBC and neutrophil transit through the pulmonary capillaries.
A computational model of the pulmonary microcirculation is developed and used to examine blood flow from arteriole to venule through a realistically complex alveolar capillary bed. Distributions of flow, hematocrit, and pressure are presented, showing the existence of preferential pathways through the system and of large segment-to-segment differences in all parameters, confirming and extending previous work. Red blood cell (RBC) and neutrophil transit are also analyzed, the latter drawing from previous studies of leukocyte aspiration into micropipettes. Transit time distributions are in good agreement with in vivo experiments, in particular showing that neutrophils are dramatically slowed relative to the flow of RBCs because of the need to contract and elongate to fit through narrower capillaries. Predicted neutrophil transit times depend on how the effective capillary diameter is defined. Transient blockage by a neutrophil can increase the local pressure drop across a segment by 100--300%, leading to temporal variations in flow and pressure as seen by videomicroscopy. All of these effects are modulated by changes in transpulmonary pressure and arteriolar pressure, although RBCs, neutrophils, and rigid microspheres all behave differently.